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ABSTRACT
Tolerance is an investigation of the
phenomenological aspects and latency of
material in architecture through physical
manipulation and sensory interaction.
It is an investigation into the space
between society and material, in which
one can find new insight and appreciation
for architecture at all scales. The word
tolerance holds multiple definitions that
wonderfully encapsulate the elements of
this work:
•

•
•

The ability or willingness to tolerate
something, in particular, the existence
of opinions or behavior that one
does not necessarily agree with.
An allowable amount of variation of
a specified quantity, especially in the
dimensions of a machine or part.
The capacity to endure continued
subjection to something...
...without adverse reaction.

The method for this investigation
was a process of learning, as much if not
more so than the products themselves. The
term conversation is used when referring
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to these interactions with material due
an approach where, as much as possible,
preconceived notions of form were avoided
and new forms were developed based
on sensory feedback derived from those
interactions. The architect Louis Kahn is
famously known for asking a brick what it
wants to be. This process was an attempt
to find not only that kind of answer, but to
hear the questions asked of the designer by
the material.

or a container for humans. Humans
experience architecture as different and
as unique as they are themselves. It can
hold messages from nature itself, as well
as from the depths of our own memories,
inspiring us to be better stewards of our
environments, more equitable citizens and
neighbors, and reminding us of the power
and mysteries of life as conscious beings.

The process resulted in recognizable
and not-so-recognizable forms, in tandem
with poetry that evolved with them. This
allowed the concept of memory and human
life to enter into the work, creating pieces
that were unique and meditative. Topics
such as gender, religion, death, and family
arose, creating a charged space between the
works and the writing.
A key realization in this work is
the student as the product of education.
Referred to as a “reversal” there appear a
triad of discoveries in which communication
is much more apparent than is traditionally
recognized. These conversations occur
between artist/designer and material,
between student and education, and
between architecture and inhabitant.
If given the time and attention, it is
concluded that architecture can be much
more than simply shelter from the elements
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PREFACE
I provide my thesis as a snapshot in
time of who I am and how far I’ve come.
Over the past couple years many pieces
have been slowly coming together to
form this snapshot. I have had wonderful
experience in the industry both on the
design and construction ends. I’ve also
received an associates and bachelors degree
in architectural technology. Amidst all this
experience I couldn’t help but feel I was
missing something. My personal life turned
completely upside down, as I’ve been
wrestling with existential questions and
personal reformatting. Thesis was creeping
up on me and I kept bouncing between
ideas. My problem wasn’t finding a topic for
my thesis, it was trying to choose from far
too many. I would get excited about an idea
to pursue, only to find that a few days later
I wasn’t really as interested as I thought I
would be.
Through a trifecta of courses and
some wonderful advising I realized that
the topic for my thesis wasn’t any one
particular interest of mine, but the space
that connected them all together. I suppose
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I’ve always seen architecture not as an
individual profession, but as a part of life
that is tied and connected to nearly every
other part. In order to really expand my
understanding of architecture, I needed to
integrate all the pieces.
The following works carve into my
past, and address many ideas and questions
I previously hadn’t the courage to face. The
process for the work began with a breaking
down of mental constructs to pave a path
for a new method of working and thinking.
Previous experience had always rewarded
me for being 3 steps ahead, for having my
eyes set in the future and solving problems
before they arose. What I had to come to
terms with early on in this work was that in
order to have a conversation with a work,
you must be with it in the present, and
move together into the future. Top-down
processes in which I had previously had
success worked against me. I had to let go
of the idea that I knew what it would be and
the forcing of it into that box. It truly had to
become a conversation.

nothing more than for you to be able to
inhabit this work for a while. Slow down,
fill it with your memories and experiences,
and see what conversations may happen for
you. Tolerance aims to place the observer
in a space of meditation and trust with
the works, to let both the residue of the
conversation I had with them overlap and
overlay the conversation I hope you will
have with them. I have provided ample
white space. Fill it however you desire.

I have chosen to format my works by
juxtaposing images of the physical works
with my writings. My hope is that you will
be able to move into the space between
them and fill it with your own thoughts
and memories. This work, if it is to be truly
felt, will require trust and vulnerability, but
mostly a “moving-in” of the reader. I desire
6   Tolerance
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FINDING
SPACE
BETWEEN
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“I

write before myself by apprehension,
with noncomprehension, the night
vibrates, I see with my ears, I advance into
the bosom of the world, hands in front,
capturing the music with my palms, until
something breathes under the pen’s beak.”*
- Hélène Cixous

*Cixous, Hélène and Perry,
Phyllis Alesia. Stigmata:
Escaping Texts, p.21
Psychology Press, 1998
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I stumbled upon a new landscape
A discoverer, an archaeologist
Excavating a space
An allowance of things to be
Things grow here
There is fertility in this substance
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I carved through dust
Layers of social constructs
Between interactions
Family rifts, death, social awakenings
My own childhood guilt
Discovered through maturity
All the while fighting to stay above
Drowning in this lack of belonging
A flood through the gates
Of an open mind
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I searched for it
Yearning for some stillness in difference
High dive became deep dive
The pressure immense, collapsing
Shrinking as a dot
In a mass of darkness
Infinitesimally small
Meaningless

And then flashes
Pulsed in this viscous dark
Lightly emerging a surface
Or strings, or wind
Connecting it all
Beginning an equalization of pressure
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I tried to name it
This new space I was in
For a name is a symbol
A trigger in our internal archives
It draws out a double
A replication imprinted by the senses
Pulling on a string
A train with associated information in tow
Re-membering pieces of you

There was no name
Until now it lived undetected
My newfound space existed not in
But between my internal archives
A pure latency
Awaiting the form of a name
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“T

he elements of architecture are not visual
units or gestalt; they are encounters,
confrontations that interact with memory.”*
- Juhani Pallasmaa

*Pallasmaa, Juhani.
The Eyes of the Skin:
Architecture and the Senses.
p.22 Academy, 1996
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So I began my design project
Brick, stone, wood
Religions, parties, identities
Family members
Columns, spans, cantilevers
Races, genders
And I found my “between”

I named it tolerance
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DWELLING ON

MATERIAL
CONVERSATIONS
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Through a process of listening
Form began to emerge
I didn’t know what to expect
I was an alien here
Fascinated by it
Remembering something I never knew

I was uncovering material
Dis-covering it
With my hands
With my mind
Investigation, excavation, conversations
A new language
Poetry of the senses
Intuition
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These materials were embodied in memory
A memory that spans twenty-seven years
A memory that spans thousands of years
Residue of the past now present
Veins of blood, of water, of life
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“A

nd so it is with all materials: the volcanic
liquid of granite, the water of a tree’s
transpiration, the crucible of molten metals
or glass, all these are liquids, transformed but
still rich with traces of their original state.”*
- Chris Bardt

*Bardt, Christopher.
Material and Mind. p102.
MIT Press, 2019.
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Then, a slippage of faults
It arrived with the cold rain
The pandemic
All work was forced into my home
I suddenly had new roommates
Visitors sitting outside my door
Day-in, day-out

A new pressure was introduced
To continue an important conversation
Like a committee assigned to wake me up
Gently helping me understand
this language without words
But the fight was harder now
My work was homeless
My motivation crushed in the fault-line
It became part of my work
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“W

e would err gravely if we were
to simply ignore architecture’s
potential capacity to give form and limits
to existence and thus open up, through
the situations it frames, opportunities for
self-understanding in experience.”*
- Alberto Perez Gomez

*Pérez-Gómez, Alberto. Built
upon Love Architectural
Longing after Ethics and
Aesthetics. p.133 MIT, 2008
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Project became lifeline
A search for meaning in life
An opportunity in architecture
I had to change myself to catch the subtlety
I found the power of mystery
A reversal occurred
My works were now teaching me
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In each, material lessons were learned
About architecture
About life
Learning when a material was saying yes
When it was saying no

Discovering tolerance
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“J

ust as a writer surrenders to language,
permitting the words to lead his hand
across the page, so will stone, brick, wood,
glass and marble suggest to the architect the
manner in which to use them. To denounce these
correspondences between artists and material as
mere animism would be to misunderstand. The
architect who denies these connections does so
at his own risk. The soul of his building will not
be visible. He will have become a barbarian.”*
- Dr Richard Selzer

*Selzer, Richard. The Exact
Location of the Soul: New
and Selected Essays p.30.
Picador USA, 2002.
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BRICK
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“B

rick and bricklaying somehow ring of
an alternative order of flesh, not raw
of course, but scarlet enough, and made up of
small, identical cells. Yet another of the species’
self-portraits at the elemental level, be it a wall
or a chimney. In the end, like the Almighty
Himself, we make everything in our image, for
want of a more reliable model; our artifacts tell
more about ourselves than our Confessions.”*
- Joseph Brodsky

*Brodsky, Joseph.
Watermark p. 61. Farrar,
Straus & Giroux, 2020.
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The arc of brick dust flows
Creating a powder so soft and light
Deceiving the eye
The dust moves unfelt between fingertips
It’s almost a ghost, released
from a bodily form
I captured some in a plastic bag
Learning later that it is a protector
It scares away bad luck
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Brick finds peace in bends and curves
Its cellular nature allows the
surface to be more than a plane
It can bend and twist
Brick knows how to dance
Landscapes of my youth
Delicate arches and sculptures
of western deserts
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I was staring at my brick
carving one evening
It was back lit, a silhouette
against my apartment ceiling
I saw characters, a script in
a foreign language.
It was so clear as if conjuring speech
Sound them out
Perform their name
I aided in its creation, only to
have it move on without me
Communicating to something else
In a language lost on me
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A silhouette seems appropriate
In my many memories
Brick seems always to face the sun
Absorbing its heat
An ode to its inception long ago
When the earth absorbed
the tears of the rain
And the sun turned the earth to brick
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My grandmother was buried
earlier this year
She was so thin and delicate
I was there holding her cooling hand
While she drifted in and out
I’m happy I got to say goodbye
She was the only grandparent I knew
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“T

ill thou return unto the ground; for
out of it wast thou taken: for dust
thou art, and unto dust shalt thou return.”
- Genesis 3:19
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An unanticipated brick arrived in my work
It arrived suddenly, perfectly filling a void
Floating above the stone
Hovering in reverence
Ripples at first
Dimples, then waves
The waves got deeper
Deeper and deeper until its form hung
sunken over some internal frame
Like a skeleton
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Perhaps her spirit was with me then
She was always proud of me
Amazed by even the smallest
of my achievements
Or perhaps this brick is the dust
of an ancestor of mine
Reminding me of my mortality
Nudging me toward purpose
Giving me support
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“W

here is the architect who, from the
very moment he begins his design,
will be aware that in each room of his finished
hospital someone will die? Who, while seated
at his drawing board, will pause to feel upon his
naked forearms the chill wind of his mortality?
One day, he too will enter this building not as
its architect but as a supplicant in direst need.
If I am wrong, and such human emotions
cannot be expressed in architecture, why then,
it is time to surrender the hospital to writers
who will build it out of words and dreams.”
- Dr. Richard Selzer
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We share a lot with bricks
There is a latency
Like many humans it can lack surety
Hard spots among soft spots
Some parts are confident
While others erode away
Almost with the touch of a finger
The more I get to know them
The more I feel they become themselves
And every time
They are beautiful
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STONE
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Stone requires patience
Slow to change, hard to break down
Work is slow, but the result is strength
Noble permanence
A guardian of form
Both a cave
And a mountain peak
A prison
And a temple
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How do you change the pose
of a sculpture in stone?
How does a form interact with stone
When the pieces don’t fit
And the stone can’t change?
Softer materials learn to
conform to the stone
Or leave it alone all together
Not due to lack of desire
But of difference in pace
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Stone has the power to
underpin all that we love
Or crush it to dust under its weight
In sunlight stone is friendly,
supportive, calm.
When dark, it becomes austere,
looming, intimidating
But it seems to dwell in twilight
Flakes glistening in the fading sun
And the beams of the moon
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There is a warm side and a cool side
You see, stone is a material of extremes
Stone has brought me to joyous tears
And loomed over me through panic attacks
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I don’t know that I’ll ever uncover
the mysteries it holds
It has seen so much
A history I can’t fathom
Stone gathers millennia of memories
Microscopic tombs
Atlas
The pressure of the whole
world on his shoulders
The unbelievable heat
Of the beating heart of the earth
Veins flowing throughout
Betraying liveliness on the outside
Though it pretends to be silent
In a headstone
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My childhood was full of granite pillars
Strong, believing beings
I was a core sample
Watching, observing, aspiring

In my early twenties I learned about racism
Columns of ignorance were
broken beside me
And the weight of knowledge fell
At first the resistance of realization
Followed by the crushing of acceptance
I was in a dream. Things
make sense in a dream.
But I was woken, crushed
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I observed firsthand the marginalization
A summer in the deep south of Chicago
The heat of the sun made
the buildings sweat
And it smelled like broken dreams
Dashed hopes and desperation
A mother watching a child’s future slip
By no fault of her own
Crushed
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It’s in our system now
This mass of stone
The size of a mountain
A temple above
A prison below
And all this crushing is oozing
Bleeding a plea for change
Pull the sun down
Pour it on the temple
Fill the prison with sunlight
I prefer stone in the sunlight
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This is our inheritance
A temple above
A prison below
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WOOD
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Wood speaks in creaks and whispers
A swaying tree
An old dance floor
A church bench
The third-from-the-top stair
in my childhood home
A creak may wake those asleep
Or charge the guilt within ourselves
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That creak of the house that
rouses us to the storm outside
To let us know that we’re sheltered, safe
The subtle shivers in the winter
As we remain warm inside
The smell of the sun baking
its surface in the summer
While we stay cool under its wing
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Wood grows fast, softly
Woods grows slow, strongly
And within each, rings of life
Soft in the good times, dense in the bad
But regardless, wood grows
Wood, once a tree, once a
sapling, once a seed
A possibility, a source of life
First its own, then for others
Wood is a parent
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Wood gives life, so that life can be given
Anyone who’s spent time with it knows
Wood was a life given, for
another life gained
Freedom sacrificed to support other life.
A mother for a child
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“W

hile a common reaction to seeing a
thing of beauty is to want to buy it,
our real desire may be not so much to own what
we find beautiful as to lay permanent claim to
the inner qualities it embodies. Owning such
an object may help us realise our ambition of
absorbing the virtues to which it alludes, but
we ought not to presume that those virtues
will automatically or effortlessly begin to
rub off on us through tenure. Endeavouring
to purchase something we think beautiful
may in fact be the most unimaginative way
of dealing with the longing it excites in us,
just as trying to sleep with someone may be
the bluntest response to a feeling of love.
What we seek, at the deepest level,
is inwardly to resemble, rather than
physically possess, the objects and places
that touch us through their beauty.”*
- Alain de Botton

*Botton, Alain De. The
Architecture of Happiness.
Penguin Books, 2014.
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It’s always there
Hidden in our walls
Holding the weight of our bodies
Sanded, refined, made presentable
For if not, it might cause a splinter
Or a stumble
It might cause an inconvenience
If left to its natural state
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Break the facade
Expose the grain
Let out the raw surface
The wisdom of years of growth
The strength, the softness
The tenderness of the good times
The rough truth of the bad
Let out a woman’s voice
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The lightest and most elegant
of my pieces is wood
I cut it from a board,
a fairly large chunk
And began carving
But I made a mistake
I predetermined a form
Against all my rules
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I realized as I used the chisel
and the entire piece broke in two
I was disappointed
My form was ruined
My Form
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“M

odernist design at large has housed
the intellect and the eye, but it has left
the body and the other senses, as well as our
memories, imagination and dreams, homeless.”*
- Juhani Pallasmaa

*Pallasmaa, Juhani.
The Eyes of the Skin:
Architecture and the Senses.
p.22 Academy, 1996
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It was here I realized
The only life I own is my own
I returned to the remaining piece
And listened
And like my other pieces
It became what it wanted to be
Beautiful
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REVERSAL &

UNDERSTANDING
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Material exists beyond sight
Beyond memory
Beyond language, touch, sense
It is infinitely more
An entity in itself
And so too a human
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To be human is to be the space between.
Not fully here, nor entirely there,
These words are a here
Your location is a there
And you are simultaneously in both
And neither.
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“W

e join spokes together in a wheel,
But it is the center hole
That makes the wagon move.
We shape the clay into a pot,
But it is in the emptiness inside
That holds whatever we want.
We hammer wood for a house,
But it is the inner space
That makes it livable.
We work with being,
But non-being is what we use.”*
- Laozi

*Laozi, and Stephen Mitchell.
Tao Te Ching: A New English
Version. HarperCollins, 2006.
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I didn’t know what to expect in this project
I felt immense pressure to produce
Something big, something architectural
A highly refined academic piece
to be my contribution
My payment to the profession
When a peaceful ray of light
Through the cloud of anxiety and worry
Softly lit an idea that I
instantly knew as truth
This thesis is not my contribution
to the field of architecture
The person that I became
in the making of it, is.
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“

[A true architect] manifests the promise
of architecture and its social contract,
revealing the possibility that space is the other
half of us, that space completes us, allowing
us to understand ourselves and others. Yes,
the social contract is a form of participation
and contribution among our fellow citizens,
but it is also a contract with space itself, as
the other half of us. A contract, to embody
the widest, most nuanced spectrum of what
it is to be human into our reciprocal spaces.
For to the extent that our spaces embody who
we are, our humanity, we are all elevated
and find ourselves ‘at home’ in the world.”*
- David Gersten

*Gersten, David. Notes
on Andars Abraham.
Email, 2020
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These materials chose their form
While my hand gave form to the material
True architecture completes us
Embodies who we are or want to be
Yet we build the architecture ourselves
And my thesis through
understanding material
Made me
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And so what is tolerance?
Where does it reside?
Who or what makes it?
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I found tolerance in materiality
Materiality that lives as architecture
An architecture that lives within us
Completes us
Memory is the substance of the between
To be human, is memory
and memory is tolerance
We are tolerance.
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